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                      Load up on Windshield Repair Resins with 30% OFF!
                    

                      GT Tools Diamond Clear Resins✔️ Ideal Refractive Index ✔️ Proven, independently tested strength over 40 years  ✔️"The best resins, they have never let me down. Rodrigo"
                    Shop Now and Save 30%  
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                      Unleash Effortless Glass Handling with SuperGrip™ Suction Cups - Now 20% OFF!
                    

                      ✔️ Save 20% on ALL GT Tools Glass Handling Suction Cups ✔️ Truly Ergonomic Design ✔️ Flat Profiles, Curved Profiles, and a 3-Year Ironclad Warranty 👍"These Cups are by FAR the best cups out there for the money. Outstanding Job GT Tools on supplying superior products to make my Techs jobs safer & more efficient" - Michael
                    Shop Now and Save 20%  
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1,200+ Tools Available
GT Tools manufactures and stocks all the tools you could possibly need for Windshield Repair, Auto Glass Replacement, ADAS Calibration, Glass Scratch Removal and Plastic Restoration



          

        

          
                

              
40 Years of Tool Innovation
Innovation is in our DNA. Starting with the auto glass industry's first automated windshield repair system in 1984, GT Tools has continued to push the boundaries on what is truly possible through our development of advanced tools and methods.



          

        

          
              
            
Made in the USA
We strongly support USA Manufacturing. GT Tools products are Designed, Engineered, Manufactured, and Assembled with pride in Durango, Colorado, USA.



          

        

          
              
            
Ironclad Warranty
Technicians are hard on tools. We make tools that last and back them up with our Industry-Leading, no-hassle Ironclad Warranty. Lifetime or 3 Years on all tools.



          

        


  




  Shop our Full Product Line
GT Tools® proudly manufactures and stocks over 1,200+ tools for the Auto Glass Replacement and Repair Industries, made right here in the USA. Furthermore, GT Tools® has been the number one source for Glass and Plastic Polishing solutions for over 40 years. Your search starts here!

              
                Windshield Repair Products

                      Designed, industry-tested and manufactured right here in Durango, CO, GT Tools® windshield repair equipment is the benchmark for quality. Experience the difference, browse our variety of windshield repair tools here.
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                Auto Glass Replacement Products

                      Understatedly, GT Tools® has made its mark in the Auto Glass Replacement Tool Industry. GT Tools® pride is our people and the hands that build each tool we produce. You can expect our tools to be your go-to each and every day, backed by the best warranty in the industry.
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                Glass Polishing and Scratch Removal Products

                      Deterioration of glass surfaces is inevitable and is universal across all glass industries. From heavy glass scratching to mild corrosion, GT Tools® Glass Polishing division has developed a wide array of compounds and abrasive materials that are widely used across the globe for small- and large-scale applications. 
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                Plastic Restoration Products

                      Plastics and Acrylics are some of the most utilized materials in almost every industry across the globe. GT Tools® has identified and incorporated a full line of surface refinishing compounds and protectants to restore, revive, and protect plastic surfaces from weathering and UV deterioration.
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    Services, Support and Perks for GTTools customers
When you purchase GT Tools®, you’re not only buying great products, you’re also gaining the commitment, support, and perks that insure those products will meet the demands of the industry.



    
          
            
                  
                


            
              AutoglassArmy Loyalty Rewards

              Join the GT Tools AutoGlassArmy and get rewarded for loading out your shop with the tools you need to win. It has a simple premise; Earn GT Tags by purchasing tools (these are our loyalty points), and redeem those GT Tags for rewards & discounts on future purchases.                  
            

          

        

      
          
            
                  
                


            
              Ironclad Warranty

              Let’s be frank. Technicians are hard on their tools. We make tools that last and back them up with our no-hassle Lifetime and 3-Year Ironclad Warranty. Any issue, any time, our team will take care of you. We’re just a phone call or email away.                  
            

          

        

      
          
            
                  
                


            
              Training

              GT Tools firmly believes that your success goes beyond selling you the best tools in the industry. When you purchase GT tools®, you receive support and training that is tailored to fit your needs. Our variety of training options allows each and every GT Tools customer to get the individual attention they need to become successful.                  
            

          

        

      
          
            
                  
                


            
              Consistently Priced Tools, always available when and where you need them

              Whether you’re buying online or from our network of strategically-placed authorized local distributors, you can always expect to pay the same price for our tools. With inventory stocked in almost every major city, GT Tools distributors are fully equipped with the knowledge, experience, and product inventories needed to effectively support any of your tool needs.                  
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        About GT Tools
For Auto Glass & Flat Glass Technicians looking to streamline their workflow, our USA-designed and manufactured tools are simply made to work for years. Different from your typical tool brand, GT Tools offers the highest quality tools at a competitive price and a customer service experience that is unrivaled in the industry. GT Tools believes true innovation is created through building personal, long-term relationships with our customers. This allows us to understand the challenges they face and fuels creativity to solve problems and gain efficiencies in the industries we serve. 



      

      
        
            
                
              
Who We Are

GT Tools® designs, engineers, and manufactures market-defining Auto Glass Replacement, Windshield Repair, and Glass Scratch Removal Tools. Born in 1984 with a strict forward-thinking focus on making as many products as we can in the USA, our  commitment to the automotive, auto glass and glass industries has been unwavering for over 40 years.


            

          

            
                
              
Made in the United States from Start to Finish

GT Tools is continuing our long-term commitment to bring our manufacturing and supply chain back to the United States; strengthening our local economies, supporting our local families, and helping to rebuild the manufacturing industry from the ground up. Our Products are Designed, Engineered, Forged, Machined, Assembled, and Shipped with pride in Durango, Colorado, USA.


            

          

            
                

              
40 years of Tool Innovation

Innovation is in our DNA. Starting with the auto glass industry’s first automated windshield repair system in 1984, GT Tools® has continued to push the boundaries of what is truly possible through our development of advanced tools and methods. 


            

          

            
                
              
Experts Just a Phone Call Away

GT Tools® support is always there, whether you’re in the middle of a job and need immediate help or you're in need of some technical advice on a project. When you purchase GT Tools® products, you can rest assured that our commitment is not only to delivering innovative tools and solutions, but also to providing you with the best, most personalized support. We hope this commitment to you translates into your own successes and generates superior solutions for your customers.
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            Need help or have a question?

            Our support team is always here, whether you’re in the middle of a job and need immediate help or you're in need of some technical advice on a project.

          

          
            Chat with our Technical Experts 
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